WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT

PIX’R’US

Ebru AYDIN 1394691
Berk DEMIR 1448588
Ender EREL 1395029
M. Ozan KABAK 1389568

Summary:

- Weekly meeting was held.
- Continued to develop PPS according to the schedule.
- Ozan has suggested use of Anjuta for PPS. It is approved with consensus.

Plans for next week:

- According assignment which will be sent by Milsoft, a new work plan will be structured and be followed.

Individual work:

Ebru AYDIN:

This week:
* Image editor's structure is implemented. (ProjectManager and ImageProcessor side)
* “Brightness” and scale functionalities of image editor are implemented.

Next week:
* Other functionalities of image editor will be implemented.
* According to new assignment, work on DEM generation.
**Berk DEMIR:**

This week:
* Testing of new functionalities of PPS is carried on.
* Bug report is done.
* Research for innovative ideas about PPS is carried on.

Next week:
* Further testing on new functionalities added.
* Bug report will be done.
* More innovation for PPS.

**Ender EREL:**

This week:
* GUI Design of Image Editor Panel is complete and became functional.
* Project Manager Panel is revised.
* Fixed memory leaks and minor bugs.

Next week:
* Project Manager Panel will be enhanced.
* Begin implementation of save/load functionality.

**Ozan KABAK:**

This week:
* Compiled and installed Anjuta v1.2.4a to other teammate’s computers so that we all work on the same IDE as a group.
* Fixed the handle bug, now handles work in the expected way.
* Implemented the threading package (Thread.h, Thread.cpp). PPS will be multithreading in a way days

Next week:
* Integrate the threading package to existing code.
* Work on the new assignment.